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Message from Jeff Lehrmann, President, Chevron Canada
In May 1938, a small field party from the Standard Oil Company of
California arrived on the wind-scoured plains of southern Alberta in a
quest to secure a new supply of oil in this largely unexplored frontier
region.
From this modest beginning arose Chevron Canada – a pioneering
company whose people have made numerous large-scale oil and gas
discoveries, contributed in many important ways to the technological
advancement of our industry, and have supported the economic progress
and prosperity of Canada through nearly 2 billion barrels of legacy
production.
Twenty-thirteen truly is a milestone year in the history of Chevron
Canada, marking 75 years of continuous upstream operations. Twentythirteen also marks an inflection point in the future of our company, as
we pursue legacy projects that hold the promise of transforming the size
and scope of our business for decades to come.
I want to offer my sincere thanks to the men and women who have been
at the heart of the company’s success for the past 75 years. Looking to
the future, I am honored to work with an equally talented team of women
and men who are committed to building on this solid foundation as we
pursue a path of profitable growth and responsible development for the
next 75 years.
The future of Chevron Canada has never looked brighter.

Jeff Lehrmann
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The Hibernia platform is towed to the Grand Banks offshore Newfoundland and Labrador in June 1997.

1876 – Our California Heritage
Chevron Canada and its predecessor companies have long been explorers.
Ambitious and adventurous, our company has been at the forefront of
seeking new energy sources since its foundation in California’s rugged
San Joaquin County in 1876.
Following the First World War, the Standard Oil Company of California
(SOCAL), as the company was then known, began searching for new
reserves outside of the United States. Field parties were dispatched to farflung corners of the globe, as well as to the frontier oil and gas region of
Western Canada.
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The McKittrick oil field in southern California, circa 1900.
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1930s – John Galloway: Our First Leader
In May 1938, John Galloway, a feisty Oklahoma-born geologist, led a field party from the
Standard Oil Company of California (SOCAL) to the plains of southern Alberta. Galloway’s
assignment was clear: find an oil strike comparable to the Turner Valley discovery of 1936.
Galloway’s efforts to acquire land in the Turner Valley area were in vain, and he was
forced to look elsewhere in Alberta. On Oct. 10, 1939, Galloway and his small team
spudded a well, the Princess-CPR #1, on land leased from the Canadian Pacific Railway
near Brooks, Alberta. Two blowouts later, the well was completed and capped as a gas
well. It was SOCAL’s first discovery in Canada.
Galloway became a leading figure in Calgary, where he supported the development of
the oil and gas industry and actively served on many civic organizations. He became
a Canadian citizen, built a home in Eagle Ridge, and raised three children with his wife
Adele. He died in 1981 at the age of 81.

John Galloway

The Princess-CPR #2 well, about 30 km north of Brooks, Alberta, in 1940.
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The Calgary Daily Herald
announces on April 25,
1938 the impending arrival
of a geological party from
the Standard Oil Company
of California to southern
Alberta.

Roughnecks on the
Princess-CPR #2
well in southern
Alberta in 1941.
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From left: Don Weir, who went on to become Chevron Corporation’s chief geologist, with colleagues George Springer, Norm Wallace and Al Keevil after brunch in Calgary, circa 1941.
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A 1936 crude oil discovery in southern Alberta’s Turner Valley field led to a
seven-fold increase in production from the field. The discovery captures the
attention of the Standard Oil Company of California.

Our first president, John Otis Galloway (right), and geologist Chuck
Bradford at the Tide Lake-Province #1 well in southeastern Alberta.
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The 1940s – Uncertain Times Lead to a Robust Future
If the 1930s were a time for hope, optimism and discovery, the 1940s by
comparison were a turbulent period that saw the company experience
numerous ups and downs before securing its footing in the fledgling Canadian
oil and gas industry.
In the early 1940s, the company marked a major milestone when it sent its first
oil shipment to a refinery in Winnipeg. However, the company had yet to make
a large-scale discovery, and many experts were beginning to doubt whether
Canada held any significant oil and gas reserves. Then a rival company, having
experienced years of similar hard luck, made a major crude oil discovery on
Feb. 13, 1947 with the Leduc #1 well. The discovery renewed SOCAL’S interest in
Alberta’s nascent oil industry.
During this period, company geologist George Furnival identified an exploration
opportunity in Manitoba after realizing the Williston Basin extended into that
province from North Dakota. The company subsequently acquired the rights to
one million acres, paving the way for California Standard, as it was then known,
to become the largest oil producer in Manitoba.
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The Standard Oil Company of British Columbia’s camp at Princess, north of Brooks, Alberta, in 1941.

The Conrad-Province #2 well, south of Calgary, in 1944.
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Lucille Allen, one of the first
two women geologists hired by
the Standard Oil Company of
California in Canada, handles the
Canadian winter conditions with
ease, circa 1941.

Crews use a horse-drawn sleigh to reach the Princess well in southern Alberta in 1941.
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Rig crews work on the Princess-CPR #1 well on a chilly day in February 1940.
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The 1950s – A Period of Great Discovery
The 1950s were a glorious decade of discovery for the California Standard
Company (CALSTAN). Back-to-back-to-back discoveries in central Alberta
at Acheson, Bonnie Glen, Westerose and Homeglen-Rimbey led to the
establishment of a larger company with continuous operations. At the same
time, the company was growing its operations in Manitoba, making numerous
discoveries on the large landholdings it had acquired in the 1940s.
During this period, every company working in the highly competitive oil and
gas industry used scouts in an attempt to obtain information on a competitor’s
exploration plans and drilling results. Most scouts did their jobs quietly and
without breaking the law, since anyone found violating the industry’s unwritten
rules would incur the wrath of their competitors – or worse. One evening, a
CALSTAN scout working secretly on a competitor’s rig was found out and then
chased through the wintry night. Another CALSTAN scout attended a New Year’s
Eve party where he found a geologist’s log book wide open. A quick glance and a
solid memory helped him get a leg up.

Photo: Geologist Bob Hovdebo (left) and helicopter pilot Paul Ostrander select
a rendezvous point during a 1956 field party on the eastern slopes of the Rocky
Mountains, near Coleman, Alberta.
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Field Party Chief Gerry Henderson
communicates with other field
camps via radio in 1956.

Geologist Ken Smith surveys the
East Acheson field near Edmonton,
Alberta, in 1952. The Acheson field
was the company's first major oil
discovery in Canada.
A seismic worker takes a break on his
truck near Taber, Alberta, in 1952.
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Drilling Supervisor
Bob Savage at Rig
#5 in the Pembina
field southwest of
Edmonton.

From left: Ernie Cudby, Jack Coveney, Jack Williams and Ron Richardson
at the Acheson-Province #1 well in central Alberta.
A seismic worker near Taber, Alberta, copes with difficult road conditions.
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Left to right: John Knight, Gord Watson, Don Sherwin,
Al McDermott, Ron Hansen and Gord Cameron at
Tuchodi Lake in northern British Columbia in 1952.
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The 1960s – Into the Wilderness on Horseback and by Helicopter
In search of the next big discovery, geologists and support staff were dispatched
into remote wilderness areas on what were euphemistically known as “field parties.”
During these often months-long expeditions, team members faced many hardships and
challenges. On many occasions they had to cross rushing rivers, climb high mountains,
fend off marauding bears and endure relentless bugs.
It was not unusual for field party members to go months without having any contact
with the outside world. On one such occasion, two company employees disappeared
for several weeks into the Rocky Mountains near Fernie, B.C. When they returned to
civilization in Canmore, Alberta, the bearded pair could not secure credit in the town for
even a room or a meal.
At first field parties began on horseback, but as time went by they were supported by
helicopter or bush planes. California Standard (CALSTAN) bought its first plane, a De
Havilland Beaver, in 1950. By 1963, the company owned four planes.

A helicopter supports construction of the Kaybob South Gas Plant in west-central Alberta.
Stu Armstrong (on snowmobile) and pilot Orrell Fisher
meet at Mitsue, near Slave Lake, Alberta, in 1965.
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A worker takes a break at the Mitsue Plant in northern Alberta.

Field personnel study a seismogram at
Snipe Lake in northwestern Alberta.

A southern Alberta work crew.
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A D9 Caterpillar clears a lease near the Kaybob
North Gas Plant, in west-central Alberta, in 1962.

A pumpjack at the Daly Battery near Virden, Manitoba.
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The Chevron Standard Building
under construction at 5 Ave. and
3 St. S.W. in Calgary. The building
was completed in 1967.

It’s down to business at the Chevron geology school in 1966.
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The 1970s – Building the Largest Sour Gas Plant in the World
Northwestern Alberta’s gas fields had borne fruit for many a company. Discovered in the
1950s, the plays still caught the interest of geologists from various companies, including
Chevron, whose geologists figured the Beaverhill Lake reefs held oil or gas. Buoyed
by these assertions, the company in 1967 bought a small toehold lease in a drilling
reservation held by three other companies.
When Chevron crews drilled a dry hole, the other companies abandoned the area. But
Chevron’s geologists held firm. Additional land was acquired, and subsequent drilling
uncovered a 53-km long gas field that became known as Kaybob South. It was, at the
time, the largest wet-gas reservoir ever found in Canada.
To develop the field, Chevron built the Kaybob South Gas Plant, the largest sour gas
processing plant in the world at the time. The plan commenced operations in 1972. The
company also constructed a bridge across the Athabasca River to link the plant to the
town of Fox Creek and built permanent housing for more than 100 employees.

A worker checks safety and production metrics at the Kaybob
South Gas Plant in west-central Alberta in June 1976.
The Kaybob South Gas Plant, September 1977.
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An aerial view of the Kaybob South Gas Plant in west-central Alberta.
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Geophysicist Ian Ritchie
reviews well logs in 1975.

Seismic crews brave harsh conditions in the Mackenzie Delta, Northwest Territories, in 1973.
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Vice President of Exploration Gerry Henderson
(left) and Chevron Standard Limited President
Bill Bristow mark a production milestone at
the Mitsue oil field in northern Alberta in 1974.
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The 1980s – The First Canadian President Takes the Helm
Chevron Canada’s first Canadian-born president was equally at home doing deals in
the boardroom as he was leading exploration programs in the bush. Gerry Henderson,
who became president in 1981, was a key player in the discoveries of the Crest iron ore
deposit and the oil and gas discoveries at Kaybob, West Pembina and Hibernia.
“I certainly enjoyed my years with Chevron,” Henderson would say later. “It was a great
company, with great people who were very dedicated and together we accomplished a
great deal.”
A Princeton-trained geologist who first studied geology at Oxford, Henderson led
numerous field parties to the Arctic, Northwest Territories and Rocky Mountains. In
the 1960s, while exploring a remote region of the Yukon Territory, Henderson and
his colleagues discovered and staked claims to the Crest iron ore deposit, one of the
largest such deposits in the world. Henderson would go on to become a key player in the
Hibernia discovery offshore Newfoundland and Labrador and led Chevron into its new
building in 1981. Henderson retired in 1986.

President Gerry Henderson signs the legal documents transferring the assets of
Chevron Standard Limited to Chevron Canada Resources Limited in 1982.
A seismic line buggy at the Chevron maintenance shop in Calgary in 1981.
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A pumpjack at the Mitsue oil field in northern Alberta in 1983.

Chevron Canada seismic crews
at work near Fort Good Hope,
Northwest Territories.

Completion Supervisor
Ed Newbauer (white hardhat)
looking after a service rig near
Virden, Manitoba, in 1983.
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Chefs admire their handiwork at
the company’s 50th anniversary
celebrations in 1988.

Construction of Chevron Plaza at 5 Ave. and 4 St. S.W. in Calgary in 1981.
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A rig is moved near
Sylvan Lake, Alberta.

A helicopter delivers
equipment to a turnaround
at the Kaybob South Gas
Plant, near Fox Creek,
Alberta, in 1982.

A rig at the Mitsue oil field in northern Alberta.

An aerial view of the Nevis Gas Plant in central Alberta.
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The 1990s - Atlantic Canada Comes of Age
When it was initially proposed for development, it was estimated that Hibernia contained
520 million barrels of recoverable oil. It was a discovery that transformed a province. In
the summer of 1979, after reviewing and reworking a seismic study, Chevron spudded the
Hibernia P-15 wildcat exploration well in 80 metres of water, approximately 325 km east
of St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador.
“We obviously had a major discovery,” said then-Senior Vice President Gerry Henderson.
Subsequent well tests identified three main areas of oil. Test results within those zones
indicated a total producing capability of more than 20,000 barrels of oil per day.
In 1990, the Hibernia consortium and the federal and provincial governments agreed
on a deal to begin construction of the Hibernia production platform -- the world’s first
and only iceberg-resistant gravity-based structure. On Nov. 17, 1997, the Hibernia field
produced its first oil. Flowing at a rate of 40,000 barrels per day, it was the most prolific
well in Canadian history.
As of 2013, the offshore regulator estimates Hibernia to have total recoverable
resource of 1.4 billion barrels of oil, and Hibernia remains the catalyst that kick-started
Newfoundland and Labrador’s offshore energy industry.

Construction crews work on the Hibernia gravity-based structure at
Bull Arm, Newfoundland and Labrador, in 1995.
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The Hibernia platform is towed to the Grand Banks offshore Newfoundland and Labrador in June 1997.
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The shuttle tanker Kometik sails past the
Hibernia platform, offshore Newfoundland
and Labrador.
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Student artwork from the Chevron Canada-sponsored
Open Minds program at the Calgary Zoo School.
Chevron began sponsoring Open Minds, an innovative
educational project, in 1994.

A volunteer cleans an Alberta highway near
Chevron’s gas plant at Sylvan Lake, Alberta.

Roughnecks replace a drill bit.
Exploration Operations
Manager Kevin Williams
smiles through the bitter
cold in the Mackenzie Delta,
Northwest Territories.
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The 2000s - Changing Course
This decade brought change not only for Chevron Canada for but many other oil and
gas companies operating in Western Canada. Amid declining conventional production
and rising production costs, Chevron made the strategic decision to divest its mature
properties in the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin.
The June 2004 asset sale marked the beginning of a new era for Chevron Canada, as the
company shifted its focus to strategic growth opportunities in the Northwest Territories,
Atlantic Canada and the Alberta oil sands.
Highlights included the start of production in November 2002 at the Athabasca Oil Sands
Project (AOSP), a 155,000-barrel-per-day fully integrated oil sands mining operation
in which Chevron holds a 20 percent nonoperated interest. Offshore Newfoundland
and Labrador, Chevron acquired exploration rights for deepwater parcels in the Orphan
Basin and commenced a seismic and exploration drilling program. And in August 2008,
Chevron and its co-venturers finalized legal agreements to develop the Hebron heavy oil
project offshore Newfoundland and Labrador.

A line vehicle conducts seismic
operations in the Mackenzie Delta,
Northwest Territories.

A Chevron Canada exploration rig near Fort Liard in the Northwest Territories.
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Wendy Cook, Execution
Excellence project manager,
helps out at Paint the Town,
an event where Chevron
employees volunteer their time
to paint seniors’ homes.

Two massive Caterpiller 797B haul trucks dwarf a pickup truck at the Muskeg River Mine at the Athabasca Oil Sands Project north of Fort McMurray, Alberta.
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Geologists Matt Schneider (top) and Steve Switzer on a field trip in northeastern British Columbia in 2009.
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The Chinchaga operation in 2002. Chevron discovered
this gas field in northwestern Alberta in 1981.

A view from the semisubmersible drilling rig, Eirik Raude, in the Orphan Basin offshore Newfoundland and Labrador in 2006.
Seismic operations in the Mackenzie Delta, Northwest Territories.
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The 2010s - Embracing a New Vision for Growth
At the beginning of this decade, Chevron Canada embraced a new vision that will see
the company build upon its proud history of people, partnership and performance in its
Canadian upstream operations.
In 2013, Chevron Canada’s employees, retirees, contractors and community partners
celebrated a milestone year in the history of the company.
Seventy-five years ago our company made newspaper headlines when a team of
geologists and seismologists from the Standard Oil Company of California arrived in
Alberta to scout for oil in what was then a largely unexplored but promising frontier
region.

Choices for Youth is one of Chevron
Canada’s community partners in
St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador.

As history now proves, the arrival of this field party was the beginning of a true success
story for our company in Canada. Indeed, over the past 75 years the people of Chevron
Canada have made numerous major oil and gas discoveries, contributed in many
important ways to the technological advancement of our industry, and have supported
the economic progress and prosperity of Canada through nearly two billion barrels of
legacy production.
Jeff Lehrmann,
President, Chevron Canada
January 1, 2013

The Stena Carron drillship in
the Orphan Basin, offshore
Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Chevron Canada President
Jeff Lehrmann speaks at an event
with company partner Calgary Reads.

Construction of the Hebron gravitybased structure at Bull Arm,
Newfoundland and Labrador, in 2013.

Production capacity at the Athabasca Oil Sands Project rose to 255,000 barrels
of synthetic crude per day through the opening of the Jackpine Mine in 2011.

Using the Western Neptune, Chevron Canada completed a recordsetting seismic program in the Canadian Beaufort Sea in 2012.
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Operations Coordinator Lawrence Hunter
opens the master valve on the first well in
the Kaybob Duvernay Exploration Program
to be tied into a permanent production facility.
The well, located near Fox Creek, Alberta,
marks a symbolic return to field production
in Western Canada for Chevron Canada.

Hydraulic fracturing operations on
an exploration well in the Kaybob
Duvernay Exploration Program near
Fox Creek in west-central Alberta.
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Kitimat LNG General Manager
Alan Dunlop (standing)
addresses a team meeting.

An aerial view of Bish Cove, British Columbia,
site of the export terminal for the proposed
Kitimat LNG project.

An artist’s rendering of
the export terminal for the
proposed Kitimat LNG project.
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Chevron-Fest — A 75th Anniversary Celebration
Calgary, Alberta, August 27, 2013
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Atlantic Canada Family Day — A 75th Anniversary Celebration
St. John's, Newfoundland and Labrador, August 25, 2013
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Past Presidents

John Galloway
President
Standard Oil Company
of British Columbia Limited
1938 - 1949

George Knox
President
The California Standard
Company
1949 - 1964

L.I. (Charlie) Brown
President
California Standard
Chevron Standard Limited
1964 - 1974

Bill Bristow
President
Chevron Standard Limited
1974 - 1981

Gerry Henderson
President
Chevron Standard Limited
Chevron Canada Resources
1981 - 1986

Dick Matzke
President
Chevron Canada Resources
1986 - 1990

Jim Baroffio
President
Chevron Canada Resources
1990 - 1995

Don Paul
President
Chevron Canada Resources
1995 - 1996

Bill Edman
President
Chevron Canada Resources
1996 - 1998

Jim Simpson
President
Chevron Canada Resources
1998 - 2002

Alex Archila
President
Chevron Canada Resources
2002 - 2006

Mark Nelson
President
Chevron Canada Resources
2006 - 2010
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Our corporate brand over the past 75 years
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